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 Date Night 


Best Date Night Restaurants in Jacksonville
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 Dining Out 


The Ultimate Jacksonville Brunch Bucket List
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 Easter 


Easter Fun, Egg Hunts, and Brunch In & Around Jacksonville
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Summer Camps In & Around Jacksonville
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Memo to Moms With a Newborn AND a Preschooler
 Meagan Vesta -  Apr 9, 2024 






I recently ran into a fellow mom on my son's baseball team who literally just had her second baby. Oh, those new baby smells, right?! I asked how she was doing before even asking about baby (friendly reminder never...

Read more
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Sometimes It’s Good to Be Wrong
 Hiliary King -  Apr 8, 2024 






I don’t know what it is, but when planning for a family vacation, my anxiety immediately kicks in. There is so much to plan out, so much to mark off the to-do list, then it’s the packing and the...

Read more
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Best Date Night Restaurants in Jacksonville
 Amber Junker -  Apr 8, 2024 






Date nights are so important. I mean, if we're doing continuing education for our careers, shouldn't we do things like date nights to better our marriages, too? Yes. Yes, we should. And let's not forget, we're also setting the...

Read more
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DCPS Considering Closing Several Beloved Public Schools
 Stacy Mcdonald-Taylor -  Apr 5, 2024 






It reads like a poor attempt at an April Fools' prank: "Middle Schools have struggling enrollment, so let’s start closing elementary schools." The shock of so many community members as they wake up to the reality that neighborhood schools...

Read more
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The Wife, The Mom, and The Bookworm
 Brittany Hutto -  Apr 4, 2024 






“You want weapons? We're in a library. Books are the best weapon in the world. This room's the greatest arsenal we could have.” –Doctor Who (The Tenth Doctor)
Some people doom scroll. Some people read. I've always enjoyed reading. Before...

Read more
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Co-Parenting With a Narcissist
 Anonymous -  Apr 3, 2024 






I recently saw a meme that triggered me, and if I wasn’t divorced and sharing custody of my kids, I would have totally related to it and laughed and moved on. But, I am divorced and sharing custody of...

Read more
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ABOUT US
Jacksonville Mom is a locally-focused parenting resource for moms and families. Passionate about parenting and our community, Jacksonville Mom strives to connect area moms to relevant resources, local businesses, can’t-miss happenings, and most of all — each other!Contact us: [email protected]
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